DOCUMENTATION OF LENGTH OF ASSIGNMENT
EXTENSION REQUIREMENTS

Documentation of any type of assignment extension shall include the following:

I. **Resource Name:** ________________________________
   **Position/Type of Resource:** __________________________

II. **Length of Extension:** __________________________

III. **Rationale for Extension (Circle all that apply):**
   - Life and property threatened.
   - Suppression objective(s) are close to being met.
   - Replacement Resources are not available (Unable to Fill)
   - Military Assignment.
   - Other: ______________________________________
   ______________________________________________
   ______________________________________________
   ______________________________________________

IV. **Recommendation**

   Incident Supervisor (of resource to be extended), Title, and Signature
   ________________________________________________________________________________

V. **Approval Signatures / Date**

   Resource (to be extended): ________________________________
   Incident/Area Commander: _________________________________
   Home Unit Supervisor: _________________________________
   Sending GACC: ________________________________________
   Hosting GACC: _________________________________________
   NICC (if National Resource): ______________________________